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Viega introduce the beauty of minimalist design and the very latest bathroom technology – the Visign flush plate range. Created 
to blend harmoniously with your bathroom concept, they feature refined detailing and elegant finishes. Behind the style, there 
are the advantages of German engineering, quality and reliability.

WHERE BATHROOMS AND 
CONTEMPORARY DESIGN MEET.

Visign
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THE PURSUIT OF QUALITY, 
SINCE 1899.

Viega
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Viega was founded in 1899, when they began by making beer taps for local taverns in Attendorn, Germany. Since then, the company 
has grown to become famous around the world for engineering superiority and technology, exporting to 75 countries. Viegas bathroom 
flush plate design range combines the latest European style with the highest quality standards and dependability.

ENGINEERED IN GERMANY.
Advanced technology
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There is no need for an architect’s or designer’s ideas to be 
limited – a number of Visign flush plate models can be perfectly 
coordinated with any bathroom colour scheme. This includes any 
solid colour, from the glossiest of cherry reds to the mattest of 
matt blacks – let your imagination run free.

A number of metallic special colours are available. You can also 
order special colours such as gold-plated glossy or matt, polished 
red gold, brush gold optic, black chrome, copper and brass.

Special colour matching is available on the following ranges:

•  Visign for Style 10
•  Visign for Style 11
•  Visign for Style 12
•  Visign for Style 13
•  Visign for Style 14

•  Visign for More 100
•  Visign for More 101
•  Visign for More 104
•  Visign for More 105

COLOUR 
YOUR WORLD.

A perfect match 
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VISIGN FOR MORE SENSITIVE 
AND VISIGN FOR STYLE SENSITIVE.
Visign for More 100 Sensitive 
The actuation areas of this design are revealed by subtle circular 
graphics to highlight the infrared operative technology. Just the 
lightest touch smoothly triggers the flush.

Visign for More 105 Sensitive
The soft round contours have been created to work in perfect 
harmony with organic bathroom designs. Infrared electronic 
controls allow touchless operation.

Visign for More 100 Sensitive
Clear/light grey/tempered glass
622 671

Visign for More 105 Sensitive  
White/tempered glass
759 063

Visign for Style Sensitive
Black/ABS
759 070

Visign for More 100 Sensitive  
Black/tempered glass
615 895

Touchless design

A gentle wave of the hand is all it takes to 
activate. No touching makes it more hygienic 
and leaves no fingerprints.



Look to the future with the Visign for Style Sensitive range. Infrared technology allows a no-touch, no-
fingerprints design, operated by a simple wave of the hand for total hygiene (for small or large flush). 
The Visign for Style Sensitive range offers a completely smooth wall surface, with no protruding 
buttons and a choice of cool-as-ice finishes to add a hint of lightness and sparkle.

VISIGN FOR STYLE SENSITIVE.
Hygienic, fingerprint-free

Visign for Style Sensitive has 
lumimous glow-in-the-dark controls 
for nighttime navigation.
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Renowned design studio Artefakt created the Visign for More flush plate range designed to enhance 
the ambience of any bathroom. Intelligent style, state-of-the-art technology, combined with high 
quality materials, such as metal and glass, are the ultimate expression of form and function. 

INTRODUCING THE 
VISIGN FOR MORE RANGE.

Form and function by studio Artefakt
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Stainless steel/metal
597 450

Clear/light grey/tempered glass
597 481

Black/tempered glass
597 498

Chrome matt/metal
597 443
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Chrome-plated/metal
597 436



A low profile and smooth, flat surface lends a sleek, unobtrusive look to the Viega for More 100 range. 
Just a light press on the panel gently triggers the flush, thanks to the unique Bowden-cable operation.

•   Rear cover plate can be flush-mounted with the surface
•  Uses Bowden-cable for smooth dual-flush operation

VISIGN FOR MORE 100.
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The essence of simple elegance and subtle operation, the Visign for More 101 range brings distinction 
to any bathroom. The upper and lower panels control the large and small flush volumes, working 
effortlessly thanks to Bowden-cable technology.

•  Twin panel operation
•  Smooth Bowden-cable flush control

VISIGN FOR MORE 101.
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Chrome-plated/metal
597 368

Stainless steel/metal
597 382

Chrome matt/metal
597 375

Black/tempered glass
597 429

Gold-plated/aluminium/special design
597 405

Light grey/clear/tempered glass
597 412
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Chrome matt/metal
598 464

Stainless steel coloured/aluminium
598 471

Chrome-plated/aluminium
598 457

Also available in special

+ COLOURS



VISIGN FOR MORE 104.
A striking example of appealing, purist design principles at work. The discreet operation of the 
slimline control panel of the Viega for More 104 range is as efficient as it is functional. More 104 is 
ideal for chrome plated finishes, due to the slim actuation button design minimising finger prints.

•  Can be flush–mounted if required
•  Smooth Bowden-cable dual-flush operation
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The beauty is in the modern, soft geometric design. Visign for More 105 features curved edges and high-
grade, precisely processed materials. With a wide range of colours and finishes available, this distinctive 
plate fits well into any bathroom.

•  Smooth Bowden-cable dual-flush operation

VISIGN FOR MORE 105.
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Chrome matt/aluminium
758 950

White/tempered glass
758 820
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Chrome-plated/aluminium
758 844

Black/tempered glass
758 837



Derived from the Greek term, haptikos – the sense of touch – the haptic feedback of the Visign for 
Style control functions were designed from the outset to provide a satisfying feel of quality in daily 
use. Classic aesthetics, fine engineering and superior tactile feedback set this stylish range apart 
from the rest.

 INTRODUCING THE 
VISIGN FOR STYLE RANGE.

A gentle touch of magic
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When the bathroom design aesthetic is pared-back, clean and 
uncluttered, Visign meets those objectives with sophisticated 
functionality. The Visign for Style 12 model is a perfect example of 
technical excellence in it’s purest form.

PURE DESIGN, 
BY VISIGN.

22
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The Visign for Style 10 range is the perfect example of simplicity and the application of haptic design 
principles. Two subtly different curved actuating buttons deliver a sensual touch to the dual-volume 
flush technology. 

•  Can be mounted flush with the surface
•  Mechanical dual-volume flush operation

VISIGN FOR STYLE 10.
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Also available in special

+ COLOURS

Chrome matt/ABS
596 347

Stainless steel colours/ABS
597 054

Chrome-plated/ABS
596 323

Black/ABS
686 543

Gold-plated/special design/ABS
597 092

Alpin white/ABS
596 316
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Chrome-plated/ABS
597 115

Alpin white/ABS
597 108

Stainless steel coloured/ABS
597 146

Chrome matt/ABS
597 139



A case study in functional, contemporary form, the Visign for Style 11 range has a clearly defined 
surface design that flows gently into the soft curves of the actuating button.

•  Can be mounted flush with your tiles
•  Also available with superior Bowden-cable dual-flush

VISIGN FOR FOR STYLE 11.
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Free from unneccessary adornment and above any trend – this is Visign for Style 
12. The flush plate is available in different materials and finishes to provide unlimited 
freedom for any bathroom design concept.

•  Twin panel operation
•  Smooth Bowden-cable flush operation
•  Can be flush-mounted

VISIGN FOR STYLE 12.

Can also tile into the frame with either 
stone or tiles for a seamless look.
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Alpin white/ABS
596 743

Chrome matt/ABS
597 276

Stainless steel/ABS
597 283

Light grey/clear/tempered glass
687 854

Stainless steel/brushed
675 608

Black/tempered glass
687 861
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Chrome plated/ABS
597 252

Grey/white/clear/tempered glass
690 595 

Also available in special

+ COLOURS

Black/chrome/tempered glass
690 632

Black/white/tempered glass
690 625

Gold-plated/special design/ABS
597 320

Alpin white/ABS
690 601 
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Chrome-plated/ABS
654 504

Stainless steel/ABS
654 535

Alpin white/ABS
654 498

Chrome/matt finish/ABS
654 528



VISIGN FOR STYLE 13.
The Visign for Style 13 range is a classically minimal concept, actuated by a two-part pressure point 
to control the single/dual flush button. Proof that clever solutions are often the most simple.

•  Can be flush-mounted 
•  Mechanical dual-flush operation
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A harder contour line is distinctive and visually appealing, yet extremely user-friendly. The Visign for 
Style 14 range features a clear emphasis on the actuation field whilst setting a focus in your bathroom. 

•  Can be level-mounted
•  Mechanical dual-flush technology

VISIGN FOR STYLE 14.
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Stainless steel/ABS
654 726

Chrome matt/ABS
654 719

Alpin white/ABS
654 689

Chrome-plated/ABS
654 696
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Flush-mounted installation 
frame for Visign for More 
643 096

Level-mounted installation 
frame for Visign for Style
643 072

Functional unit for natural 
stone coverings 
645 182

A beautiful bathroom doesn’t require embellishment. Both the 
Visign for More and Visign for Style range models (all square-edge 
designs) can be installed to provide a smooth, seamless look, 
completely recessed and flush with your bathroom tiles. 

This is made possible by an ingenious installation frame, which 
can be adjusted to adapt to the thickness of the tiles. With stone 
or marble, the Visign for Style 12 offers a flush-mount installation 
feature for minimal intrusion into the chosen material. 

FLUSH-MOUNTED.
On the level

Cleaning accessory for Visign for More Style 10. 
This model features a special chute that allows access to add a cleaning 
tablet to the cistern. The actuating plate is held by magnets – this allows 
easy opening and closing to ensure continuous hygiene.
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Visign for Public 5
Steel brushed/chrome
699 529

Visign for Public 2 
Steel brushed/chrome
672 058

Visign for Public 2 
Alpin white/chrome steel
672 065

Visign for Public 1 
Alpin white/chrome steel
671 846

Visign for Public 5
Alpin white/stainless 
699 536

Visign for Public 6 
Stainless steel/brushed
699 505

Visign for Public 6 
Alpin white/stainless steel
699 512

Visign for Public 1 
Chrome/steel brushed
671 839



Beautiful design can enhance any environment. This Visign range, 
specifically designed and engineered for public use, proves the 
need for durable, practical flush plates can still be aesthetically 
pleasing. These plates are available in a variety of styles, finishes 
and colours that will suit any public toilet area.

•  Vandalism-proof
•  Bowden-cable unit control (Public 2, 5 and 6)

VISIGN FOR 
PUBLIC.
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Designed for the utmost in hygiene and ease of use, Visign for Care features ultimate state-of-the-art 
technology. It uses a touchless flush actuation from front and features dual-flush technology. The 
sleek design highlights easy-to-understand control button icons and comes in white. 

•  Bowden-cable unit
•  Features Viega Hygiene+ technology

VISIGN FOR CARE.
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Visign for Care 
Alpin white/ABS
653 828
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Viega Eco Plus 1F WC element
747 268

Viega Eco Plus 2L WC element
for under-counter application
747 251

Concealed cistern 2L
for under-counter application 
764 555

Behind the scenes, our range of cisterns will cater to any toilet 
specifications. Pre-wall mounting that adheres to the highest standards 
ensure durability and reliability. Used with any of the Visign range of 
flush plates, together these components will work seamlessly.

CISTERNS.
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Viega Mono Slim Concealed cistern 1F
692 940

The WELS label is the Australian standard for water level 
efficiency, indicating how economically the mechanism 
controls water consumption. 

BEAUTY AND BRAINS.
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bathe.net.au viega.com


